
Swiss-AL: Language Data Platform

for Applied Sciences 

Language data is used not only by linguists, but also in many other research disciplines. 

In the Swiss-AL project, we aim to develop practices for a diverse community interested 

in exploring the potential of language data while implementing FAIR data management 

principles and integrating them into the Swiss-AL workbench.

Steps towards Implementation of ORD Practices in Swiss-AL

Developing ORD Strategies with Interdisciplinary Scientific Panel

Reflection, evaluation and enhancement of ORD practices with 
researchers from different disciplines (e.g., public health, social 
work, architecture)

Technical Implementation of ORD Practices

Implementation and improvement of the Swiss-AL 
workbench by following the FAIR principles

Resolving Legal & Ethical Issues for Language Data

Development of solutions relating to copyright protection law 
and data protection law with a team of legal experts

Managing Long-term ORD Workflows

Management and documentation of the ORD workflow focusing on 
the sustainability of the project

Challenges Related to Linguistic Open Research Data

1. The use of language data by an interdisciplinary research 
community whose members use heterogeneous practices in 

dealing with such data (e.g., qualitative content analysis, distant 

reading methods)

2. The need to make open research data and associated 
infrastructures flexible and expandable and to ensure their 

continuous growth

3. Legal challenges related to providing and using language data 

posed by the current data and copyright law
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- Swiss-AL is a platform designed for the analysis of 
multilingual corpora derived from Swiss public 

communication.

- It contains Swiss journalistic media, media 

releases, news reports and blog posts from 
players in the worlds of politics and administration, 

industry, academia and civil society.

- A flexible processing pipeline enables the creation 

of tailor-made sub-corpora for analyzing and 
simulating public discourses.
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